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Flying Site Opens – at Westover Hill

The Lilliputians visit Gulliverland.

On a beautiful day, Saturday June 14, 2003, a group from the 
Canadian Model Aerotow Society visited the Southern Ontario Soaring 
Association. The Lilliputians had come to Gulliverland to show how 
soaring was done in a miniature way.

Jim Fryett had extended an invitation to CMAS to 
demonstrate aerotowing the model way only two weeks prior to June 14. 
Although the notice was short, CMAS manage to cobble together a 
team for the visit despite the fact that many of the society's members 
were participating in other model airplane events. This created a 
problem in that the society's most powerful tow aircraft were not 
available for the demonstration and the group had to rely upon an 
aircraft that was somewhat under powered and on which the pilot had 
very little practice. However, as will be seen later in this article, all 
went well.

The writer of this article was the first to arrive at the SOSA field around 1.30 PM. and was delighted to see the full size flying well 
under way. Towards mid afternoon, other members of CMAS began to arrive. Fred Freeman, the oldest member of CMAS, (82 year’s young) 
along with Dick Colley, were among the first.... Fred was delighted to be able to hitch a flight in the Puchacz, with SOSA member Phil 
Watson. A veteran RAF aircrewman of WWII, Fred had flown in many types of aircraft in his time with the RAF, but he had never flown in a 
sailplane. Upon landing, Fred bubbling over with enthusiasm said, "It was the most enjoyable flight I ever had". Later, other members of the 
CMAS group also managed to hitch rides with SOSA members. Thank you SOSA members for your kindness.

After flying had ceased for the day, it was time for the Lilliputians to show how they go about flying sailplanes. Unfortunately, the 
Lilliputians could not reciprocate the SOSA members’ offer of rides in their aircraft because no member of SOSA meet the size restriction of 
30 centimeters tall and weight restriction of 250 grams.

With Andy Smith the intrepid tug pilot, the CMAS group managed to launch in quick succession, four model sailplanes, a 
Schweizer1-26D flown by Don Guthrie, two Bergfalkes flown by Dick Colley and Bill Woodward and a no name hybrid flown by Manfred 
Eiberger.  The grass was a little long, so the models had to be launched from dollies... normally, most model flyer prefer to launch off the 
ground just as their full size counter parts would do. Not much lift was encountered by the flyers so flights were relatively short. After a 
couple of flights each, the model flyers adjourned to the barbecues in front of the clubhouse to enjoy a hamburger and to chat with the big 
boys.

On behalf of CMAS, I thank SOSA members for their kindness and hospitality. It was a pleasure to demonstrate the Lilliputian art of 
aerotowing and soaring to you. I hope we can do it again some time in the future.
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Bill Woodward, President of CMAS.

 Otto Bandman Memorial Club Day
After coming back from a short vacation in Ottawa, you kind of walk around for a day getting used to being back home with all the chores 
waiting to be done. Saturday the Olympic Two contest got rained out so it looked iffy for Sunday. Boy, did Mother Nature pull a fast one on 
us giving perfect summer weather with bright blue sky and puffy white clouds building all around us. So guess who phoned wanting to know 
where the contest was being held! Yes, Mike Thomas caught me as I was going to load the car. “Yes, the contest is being held at the new 
site…actually our old one at Binbrook and Flectcher Road”. “ It’s a good thing that I called, wasn’t it!”. “ See you at the new field”, I said.
 Mike was so happy about not having to waste time driving to the old site!

 Ben Schouten talked to me when I was picking up the club hi-start from the barn. He said 
that he was going to harvest most of the sod and was concerned that we would have to fly 
off the dirt. I reassured him that we had received permission to return to our old field and it 
was ok to proceed with the harvesting. It will be ok to fly there until most of the sod is gone 
but all the rest of our events will be held at the Hamilton Sod site.

Would you believe that sixteen warm bodies showed up to fly for free? An excellent turnout 
for the club! Thanks to Cliff English we had four spot landings made up for the event. Yes, 
spot landings worth thirty points if you got to the center. Bud Wallace graciously took on the 
registration duties and got all the frequencies organized. 

Stan called a pilot’s meeting shortly after the three winches were set-up along with the hi-
start. After some discussion about having a fifteen-minute accumulative event it was decide 

it would be easier to run seven-minute maximum rounds for scoring. So four rounds was the order of the day. The field boundaries were 
assigned and the fence line some one hundred feet beyond the landing circles became no man’s land! Surprisingly it did manage to give a few 
souls’ zero scores for the round. Bud Wallace handled three frequency conflicts easily and flight groups of three were organized.

There were quite a variety of planes: two Sagitta’s ; a Cumic; three Olympic II’s ; a Gemini; a Legend ; a Gentle Lady and a two meter Spirit. 
Several others graced the sky; particularly Joe Baltaza’s own pretty design as well as Werner Klebert’s twelve footer. 

Round one saw six max flights, in the good thermals that were coming in over the field from the west, by  Bob Thayer, Jack Linghorne, Dick 
Colley, Keith Armstrong, Mike Thomas and Rob Nelson. After a refreshing lunch break, no we didn’t serve any booze; the second round 
scores were disappointing. Maybe it has something to do with having full stomach’s! Would you believe that   the average score was only 
3:20 with only two max  scores. However the third round saw ten max flights in much better thermal conditions after one-thirty. The last 
round found the flyers struggling with only four max flight but showed up some interesting results. Three of the four were flying open class 
gliders except Rob Nelson who flew a two-meter Spirit! Perhaps we should consider building a good open class design for our one design 
contest next year and give these folks a bit more competition . How were the landings you asked? Of the sixty flights made, the pilots 
managed to get forty zero landings points. The landing spot was a thirty-foot radius circle.  The sweet mystery of how to get pilots to land in 
the circle! Maybe a landing fee of one dollar for every missed landing would make an interesting incentive at the contest . Maybe we need a 
new Chief flying instructor who could perform miracles and make everyone a perfect pilot!

The winners received beautiful plaques made by Werner Klebert . They featured a picture of Otto Bandman and his full-sized sailplane. 
Nametags will be made up and mounted on the large plaque as well as the individual ones. The results of the contest are as follows:
 1. Mike Thomas 1536 points Because Werner Klebert did not 
 2. Rob Nelson 1382 claim his trophy, Joseph Baltaza
 3. Werner Klebert 1371 received the Third Place Award.
 4. Joseph Baltaza 1350
 5. Bob Hammett 1315 Also the Best Sportsman Award
 6. Keith Armstrong 1292 was presented to Kevin Intini.
 7. Jack Linghorne 1245
 8. Stan Shaw 1192 Thanks to everyone who came 
 9. Werner Hildersheim 1130 out to support the club day contest.
 10. Gerald Fritz 1071 Thanks to all the flyers who helped
 11. Dick Colley    947 shag the chutes and time the flights. 
 12. Bud Wallace    895 Thanks to Cliff English for making 
 13. Kevin Intini    763 the spot landing tapes. And a very 
 14. Cliff English                634 special thanks to Werner Klebert for 
 15. Derek Hartwell                581 his fine work preparing the plaques.
 16. Bob Thayer    413
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Southern Ontario Glider Group Inc. Two Meter Contest, August 10th, 2003

I woke up with bright sunshine streaming in the window. I thought:” Sun’s up, it’s going to be a good flying day.”  But wait a minute I don’t 
have a two-meter bird! Hope Bud Wallace will let me fly his Prophet. Forgot to ask him to bring a second plane. Oh well!

Upon arrival at the field I found ten other pilots busy setting up their planes and sunshades. Werner Klebert was busy setting up the winch 
and the hi-start. I set up the second winch and we were ready to start. Bud Wallace arrived with the important Prophet. I pleaded with him to 
let me fly it. He said:” OK, but you have to charge the batteries!”

Werner called the pilot’s meeting to explain the task for the day. We were to fly four rounds of seven-minute precision duration with a thirty 
point spot-landing bonus. Three landing tapes prepared by Cliff English were put out behind the winches and we were ready to fly. The 
southwest wind was starting to build as the clouds began to appear on the horizon.

 The first group saw Mike Kucera max out as well as Stan Shaw and Bud Wallace.
The second round saw only three flyers come close to max times with the average flight score being just over 200 points or over three minute 
flights. Mother Nature was sure having fun with us with the elusive thermals.  After a short lunch break during which I charged up the 
Prophet’s batteries, the third round saw slightly better times with the average going up to 220 points.

 Werner Klebert and Larry Literovich managed close max times. The last round showed how fickle Mother Nature. The average dropped 
back to 210 points.

The final standings were as follows: 
Mike Kucera 1st, Larry Literovich 2nd, and Stan Shaw 3rd,Bud Wallace 4th. 
Best Sportsman was Lou Kleiman. 

Many thanks to all who came out to participate in this Two Meter Contest and make it a successful fun-flying day. 

The SOGGI F5J Speed 400 Electric-Powered Glider Contest, August 17th, 2003

Due to the fact that the contest director failed to contact all the interested flyers in the club,..I experienced a senior moment; there were only 
five pilots at the field. Perhaps the weather had something to do with the low attendance because it was quite windy for the smaller planes. 
Nevertheless, Stan Shaw called a pilot’s meeting to explain the task. The motor run was one minute and a nine-minute duration flight with no 
landing points. Since there were no frequency conflicts, we could rotate the flight groups to have the highest score fly against each other. The 
flight score would be normalized giving 1000 points for the winner and proportional to the lower score divided by the winning score time for 
the runners up.
 Mike Thomas and Bud Wallace worked out the scoring and we asked Henry Barclay to be the timekeeper for the working time. A count 
down to launch time was given, then a count down to motor cut-off was given and finally a signal to mark the end of the working time, which 
was ten minutes in total.  After a few trial runs Henry did a fine job of running the event. Thankfully Joe Balthaza and Keith Armstrong had 
arrived at the field and agreed to time the flyers. A group of three and two worked out fine.

The first group had Bud, Stan and Ken with Stan winning a 1000. The second group had Mike Thomas getting a 1000 and Wally Jaremko 
getting 993 points. What a close flight! Round two had Mike win 1000 points as did Ken Lockwood.  After a relaxing lunch break, the third 
and fourth round saw Ken and Stan win a 1000 points. 
The results were as follows:

1st.  Mike Thomas 3972 points.
2nd. Stan Shaw 3628    “
3rd. Ken Lockwood 3372     “
4th. Bud Wallace 3268      “
5th. Wally Jaremko 1428       “

Thanks to Werner Klebert for coming out and helping out with the timing as well as Keith Armstrong, Joe Balthaza, and especially Henry 
Barclay, who acted as the time keeper for each round. Perhaps, if the members of the club agree, we can hold this type of contest again next 
year. From the comments overheard we certainly should invite more flyers from other clubs to participate. Medallions were given out for first 
and second place and pictures taken. Given the favourable weather conditions, this was a very enjoyable contest. 
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Southern Ontario Glider Group Inc. Big Bird Bash, Sunday August 31, 2003
C.D. Werner Klebert

This is beginning to sound like a broken record but the last 
weekend of August and beginning of the Labour Day Weekend 
brought us the most enjoyable weather of the whole summer. 
Mother Nature saw fit to give us beautiful weather three years 
in a row! With twenty-five pilots registered we even beat last 
years twenty-three registrations!
Guests included Marty Timm from the Clarence, NY; Jean 
Gravel, from Ottawa, and Jim Donnelly, from Orangeville. It 
was disappointing not to see some of the regular flyers from 
C.O.G.G. nevertheless the level of competition was excellent.

Werner did a superb job of registering and organizing the 
entries and he called pilots meeting shortly after ten. He called 
for four rounds of ten-minute precision-duration with a thirty 
point spot-landing bonus. With one hour per round this gave the 
sand-baggers their chance to show their “right-stuff”, or how to 
pick good thermals! There were five winches set up and 
unfortunately a light south-east breeze made retrieving chutes 
out of the trees a real hassle and time consuming. Can’t have 
everything your way, you say!

            The first round saw four flyers get ten minute maxes in the RES class: Werner Klebert, Mike Thomas, Keith Armstrong, 
and Jack Linghorne. In the Open class four flyers managed to get max flights: Mike Kucera, Bob Hammett, Helmut Berger and Mike 
Thomas. Only sixteen of the twenty-five flyers made their spot landing count for points. Both Helmut and Stan got thirty points. Things 
would not get any better as regards getting better landing scores as the day progressed. Unfortunately Neil Tinker crashed his big Sagitta XC 
on the first flight due to a reversed rudder control. It is repairable and hopefully will be in the air again.

The second round saw ten pilots make their max flights. Only eleven managed to make any landing points count. It seems that pilots need more 
motivation or is it a lack of nutrition, read a good coffee, which causes a mental lapse? You would expect the level of spot landings to 

improve but this will remain one of those unsolved mysteries!

The fly-off was to be a last man down but some twelve minutes in the flight with 
both flyers managing to get in a boomer thermal that Helmut Berger and Rob 
Nelson also got to enjoy, a decision was made to set the time to fifteen minutes. 
As the time was counted down both planes approached the landing spot and 
only Werner managed to get his close to count. As it turned out, Werner 
actually won the contest by one point originally, so a fly-off flight wasn’t 
needed. It made for an exciting finish to the long day.

The winners in RES were: 
Werner Klebert, 1st; Mike Thomas, 2nd; Keith Armstrong, 3rd.and Jack 

Linghorne 4th.

In the Open class the winners were: 
Mike Kucera, 1st, Jozef Banial, 2nd,Bob Hammett, 3rd, and Bob Sherliker 4th.

After the trophies were presented to the winners, Werner gave a special thanks to everyone for supporting the contest and making it such a success. A 
special thanks to all who helped with the chute-shagging and winches, it was greatly appreciated. 

Jean Gravel wrote via email the following comments:
 “How went the SOGGI contest you ask. Well sandbag is the name of the game in Hamilton. They have this freeform style  

competition where you just walk up to the winch when your turn comes up. The thing is there are frequency conflicts; so you have to wait but  
the other guys after you can go right away and the next thing you know people are sitting next to the winches waiting to see how the air is.  
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Mr. nice guy helped out with the winch lines, which were in the trees all the time and sprained my ankle. And by the way skegs were legal as  
well. Now that I know the rules both official and unofficial I should do better next year.”

These comment do give us some food for thought on how to run next year’s event.

Is there anybody out there? – Who has an article inside just bursting to get out 
- We publish for free!

For Sale:  Want Ads:  Personals
 

For Sale:
1 – Bergfalke  1/5 Scale 128” wingspan                                    $195.00  SOLD
1 - Bird of Time $150.00
1 - High Start – Heavy duty $ 75.00

For more details contact:   Gary Jeakins  Phone: 905-526-9031

      This could be your add here!
Lowest Rates in Town
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2003 SOGGI Executive
President: Stan Shaw 519-763-7111

39-383, Edinburgh Road,
Guelph, Ont.    N1G 2K7

Vice President: Werner Klebert 905-578-9431
59, Byron Avenue
Hamilton, Ont.    L8J 2T1

Treasurer: Keith   Armstrong 905-627-4011
219, Governors Road
DUNDAS, Ont L9H 3J7 

Secretary: Cliff English 905-522-4561
24, Blackwood Crescent
Hamilton,  Ont.    L8S 3H5

 
Editor: Dick Colley 905-689-7761

101, Braeheid Avenue
Waterdown,  Ont.    L0R 2H5

Deadline for October Issue of Task: September 22nd 2003

2003 Calendar of Events
       DATE

• October 5th Membership Meeting Rockton Library 2:00pm
• November 9th Membership Meeting Rockton Library 2:00pm
• December 14th Membership Meeting Rockton Library 2:00pm
• January 11th Membership Meeting Rockton Library 2:00pm
• February 8th Membership Meeting Rockton Library 2:00pm
• March 14th Membership Meeting Rockton Library 2:00pm
• April 18th Membership Meeting Rockton Library 2:00pm
•
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MEMBERSHIP LIST

Keith   Armstrong  219, Governors Road       DUNDAS       Ont  L9H 3J7  905-627-4011
keith023@sympatico.ca
*Peter   Ashton    200, Edwin Street         Kitchener    Ont  N2H 4P2  519-576-6750
Henry   Barclay  215, Brookfield Blvd.     DUNNVILLE    Ont  N1A 2Y3  905-774-3542
Joseph  Balthaza   19, Gaitwin Street,    BRANTFORD    Ont  N3P 1A9  519-751-3698
Robert  Batt       612, Blue Forrest Hill    Burlington   Ont  L7L 4H3  905-632-8790
Dick    Colley     101, Braeheid Avenue      WATERDOWN    Ont  L0R 2H5  905-689-7761
Colleydogge@execulink.ca
Cliff   English    24, Blackwood Crescent    HAMILTON     Ont  L8S 3H5  905-522-4561
CCliffdrop@aol.com
Richard Fahey  827, Shadeland Ave.,      BURLINGTON   Ont  L7T 2M2  905-637-5469
rjfaheyflies@yahoo.com
*Fred    Freeman   511-120 Strathcona Ave N  HAMILTON     Ont  L8R 3J5  905-525-6509
freemanf@execulink.com
Gerald  Fritz  19, Pepperwood Crescent   KITCHENER    Ont  N2A 2R4  519-893-7558
Albert  Fund       73, Beech Street          CAMBRIDGE    Ont  N3C 1X6  519-658-9495
Albert.Fund@sympatico.ca
Bob     Hammett    183, Uplands Drive        KITCHENER    Ont  N2M 4X3  519-576-7636
hammett@golden.net
Derek   Hartwell   39, Isaac Brock Drive     Stoney Creek Ont  L8J 2P1  905-578-7991
Werner  Hildesheim 4, Foster Crescent        CAMBRIDGE    Ont  N1R 4R1  519-623-2663
werner.tina.h@sympatico.ca
Kevin   Intini     16, Blackwood Cres.,    HAMILTON     Ont  L8S 3H5  905-546-5307
intini@netcom.ca
Steve   Jankowski  1403, Greenbriar Drive    OAKVILLE     Ont  L6M 2A1  905-825-3647
Werner  Klebert    59, Byron Avenue          STONEY CREEK Ont  L8J 2T1  905-578-9431
Otakar  Koprnicky  75, Hazelwood Crescent    CAMBRIDGE    Ont  N1R 8A4  519-740-9504
otasr@rogers.com
Herb    Lentfer    23, Walsh Court           BRANTFORD    Ont  N3T 5Y1  519-753-2856
Jack    Linghorne  55, Angelsey Boulevard    ISLINGTON    Ont  M9A 3B8  416-233-0230
Ken     Lockwood   29, Cross Creek Blvd.,    Guelph       Ont  N1H 6J2  519-821-9947
kenneth.lockwood@sympatico.ca
Ken   Metson  41, Tunbridge Crescent    ETOBICOKE    Ont  M9C 3L7 416-621-1363
Randy   Metson     41, Tunbridge Crescent    ETOBICOKE    Ont  M9C 3L7 416-621-1363
Ray            Munro            268,Sanford Ave. North    HAMILTON     Ont  L8L 6A1  905-529-7117
rgunmunro@cogeco.ca
Rob     Nelson     2078, Brays Lane          OAKVILLE     Ont  L6M 2S6  905-847-2954
Ann     Tekatch    19, Pheasant Place        Hamilton     Ont  L9A 4Y4  905-575-5433
Bob     Thayer     4108, Millcroft Park      BURLINGTON   Ont  L7M 3V9  905-336-3290
bthayer@ilap.com
Mike    Thomas     61, Alhart Drive          ETOBICOKE    Ont  M9V 2N1  416-748-2833
Stan   Shaw       39-383, Edinburgh Rd. S   GUELPH     Ont  N1G 2K7  519-763-7111
Stanley.Shaw@sympatico.ca
Dusan   Studen     P.O. Box 101-p            TORONTO      Ont  M5S 2S6  416-441-9254
dooair@fly.to
Juri    Vosu       3291, Candela Drive       MISSISSAUGA  Ont  L5A 2V1  905-279-9549
jvosu@sympatico.ca
Bud     Wallace    1060, Eastmount Avenue    MISSISSAUGA  Ont  L5E 1Z3  905-274-3177
Stewart Watson     26, Juanita Drive         HAMILTON     Ont  L9C 2G3  905-385-8214
Doug    Wilkins    8448, Twenty Road         HAMILTON     Ont  L9B 1H7  905-679-4973
Bill    Woodward   520, Pine Street          Cambridge    Ont  N3H 2S6  519-653-4251
vivienwoodward@rogers.com
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Correction Notice: * Honoury Members
        NAME:
        ADDRESS:
        CITY/TOWN: 
        POSTAL CODE:
        PHONE:

    e-mail:

Great pilots are made not born.... A man may possess good eyesight, sensitive hands, and perfect 
coordination, but the end product is only fashioned by steady coaching, much practice, and experience. 

Air Vice-Marshal J.E. "Johnnie" Johnson, RAF

"Flying is learning to throw yourself at the ground, and miss." 

- Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy

Passengers prefer old captains and young stewardesses. 
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